DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY

Teledyne declares that the products specified below meet the current health and safety requirements of the above mentioned European Directives. Representative instrumentation has been tested by an NRTL certified test lab and is individually identified with the CE mark.

Product description: Model GFC7001T
Serial number: Each instrument has an identifiable serial number
Year of Construction: Each Instrument has an identifiable year of construction
Power Requirements: Each Instrument has power requirements specified on instrument labeling.
Applicable Standards: (Directive 2014/30/EU): EN61326-1
EN14626:2012

I, THE UNDERSIGNED, HEREBY DECLARE THAT THE EQUIPMENT SPECIFIED ABOVE CONFORMS TO THE ABOVE STANDARD(S):

SIGNATURE: [Signature]
FULL NAME: Angel Alegria
POSITION: New Products Manager
DATE: 10-17-17
PLACE: City of Industry, California